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Mail-in Vote Fraud? THOUSANDS of Ballots May Be
Missing in Just ONE County
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“Somewhere between the post office and the
Pittsburgh sorting facility something
happened.” So said Butler County Elections
Director Aaron Sheasley regarding
thousands of mail-in ballots requested in his
heavily GOP county that were never
received.

To be precise, approximately 40,000 mail-in
ballots were requested in the Pennsylvania
county of 187,853 people and 129,762
registered voters (Sheasley claims the latter
number is ~150,000). Yet not only had just
21,300 been returned as of last Thursday,
but the county has also gotten more than
10,000 phone calls regarding ballots never
received.

In fairness, Sheasley mentioned that some residents had called multiple times. Moreover, human
fallibility ensures that odd anomalies will occur. There’s one problem, however. It concerns putting two
and two together.

Consider: This summer, a “top Democratic operative” who specializes in mail-in vote fraud spoke to the
New York Post under the condition of anonymity. “You have a postman who is a rabid anti-Trump guy
and he’s working in Bedminster or some Republican stronghold,” the paper quoted him as saying
August 29. “He can take those [filled-out] ballots, and knowing 95% are going to a Republican, he can
just throw those in the garbage.”

“In some cases, mail carriers were members of his ‘work crew,’ and would sift ballots from the mail and
hand them over to the operative,” the Post continued.

Note here that an inordinate percentage of government workers are Democrats — and postal employees
are no exception.

Point Two: A “comprehensive assessment of the frequency of election fraud was conducted by the
News21 project at the Walter Cronkite School of Journalism at Arizona State University,” reported the
Herald-Tribune August 13. “The News21 survey found 2,068 prosecutions for election fraud. Mail-in
ballot fraud represented the most frequent type of case prosecuted, making up 24% of the total.”

“Because several states did not respond to records requests, News21’s numbers … likely represent an
undercount of election fraud prosecutions,” the paper continued. “Also keep in mind that both studies
[the paper had cited another as well] focused on cases where fraud was detected, and a criminal
prosecution was initiated. Neither study counted cases where fraud was detected but no charges were
pursued, or where the matter was pursued in a civil case, such as a lawsuit between candidates.”

These findings are no surprise. After all, the aforementioned Democratic operative told the Post that he
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has been committing mail-in vote fraud “on a grand scale, for decades,” as the paper puts it.

“His dirty work has taken him through the weeds of municipal and federal elections in Paterson,
Atlantic City, Camden, Newark, Hoboken and Hudson County and his fingerprints can be found in local
legislative, mayoral and congressional races across the Garden State,” the paper later wrote. “Some of
the biggest names and highest office holders in New Jersey have benefited from his tricks, according to
campaign records The Post reviewed.”

Moreover, the Democratic insider “says he not only changed ballots himself over the years, but led
teams of fraudsters and mentored at least 20 operatives in New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania — a
critical 2020 swing state,” the paper also informed. (Emphasis added.) Pennsylvania, again, is Butler
County’s location.

Point Three: Mail-in vote fraud was so bad in Paterson, New Jersey, during a May 12 special election
that a judge ordered that a new election be held. But here’s the kicker: The Democratic operative
revealed that this vote-fraud operation was only uncovered because it was amateurish: 900 ballots were
found in just a few mailboxes.

If he’d been running the scam, he related — explaining the dynamics of a successful mail-in vote fraud
operation — we’d never have even known about it.

To be clear, we don’t know that the missing Butler ballots are amateurish fraudsters’ work.
Additionally, Elections Director Sheasley likely has clean hands and states that they’ve “pulled out all
the stops” to ensure county residents get their ballots.

Yet there’s certainly a serious problem when perhaps a quarter of 40,000 people don’t receive
requested ballots. And unless Sheasley is covering up an embarrassing error on his people’s part, the
problem lies with the post office.

As to this, a “U.S. Postal Service (USPS) spokesperson told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette that the agency
is ‘unaware of any significant delays or issues and is in regular contact with the Board of Election as we
work to locate and deliver ballots as they are presented to us,’” reports Zero Hedge. Alright.

But then what explains the GOP county’s thousands of missing ballots? And are they now in the hands
of some “operative” who can use them in a vote-fraud scheme?

My Own Experiences

No one has to tell me about USPS’s “ideological sorting.” My story: I receive 15 copies of The New
American magazine every time I’m published in one of its issues. Initially, they were sent via the Postal
Service. But a batch never arrived.

Then another.

And another.

Three didn’t arrive and, if I recall correctly, this was in a row. Note that I’d never before had any
problem whatsoever with even one piece of mail not reaching me. Any statistician can explain the
probability that the three in a row — from the same politics-oriented entity — failed to arrive purely by
chance.

I filed one or two complaints (I don’t remember precisely) with the USPS, but never heard back. Now
my magazines are sent via UPS, with completely different identifying markings, and every batch arrives.
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Speaking of which, it was revealed in August (video below) that Florida mail-in ballot envelopes bear
exterior identifying markings indicating whether the voter is Democrat or Republican. Obviously, this
opens the door to mischief.

And mail-in-ballot mischief is precisely what was uncovered recently in a number of places, including,
again, the good ol’ Keystone State (video below).

Then there’s the investigation CBS News conducted this summer (video below), which found that
typical USPS incompetence itself ensures lost mail-in ballots.

Lastly, I have a source with unusual access to information who tells me that the Democrats very well
may steal the election — and that discarded GOP ballots will be the primary factor if they do. I certainly
hope my source is wrong, but I do know the source’s information to be highly credible.

What’s for certain is that there’s a reason the people who encouraged mass BLM gatherings want
universal vote-by-mail this season — and it has nothing to do with your health.
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